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Greater Wellington is a metropolis of nearly half a million, not much less than the
en7re state of Tasmania.
It is one of the most geographically-constrained capital ci7es in the world.
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And a very large propor7on of greater Wellington’s func7onality is crammed into its
CBD.
This means about 50% of the jobs and most of the entertainment, cultural, ter7ary
educa7on and tourist facili7es.
And most greater Wellingtonians – 75% in fact – will have to travel through the CBD
to reach the Regional Hospital or the Interna7onal Airport.
The other important geographical issue is that there is literally only one signiﬁcant
land transport corridor – from Ngauranga to Thorndon – connec7ng the CBD with
most of the region that it serves.
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These factors and others make the region’s CBD a ‘natural’ for light rail – even more
than most of the ci7es which actually have it.
The combina7on of compactness and geographical constraint suggests fer7le ground
for rail transit.
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Added to that is the obvious: that it is far more eﬃcient and aVrac7ve to passengers
to conﬁgure a PT spine to travel through a CBD and end up at a less dense des7na7on
somewhere out the other side, rather than a stub terminal at the near edge.
That is accepted world-wide best prac7ce for every transit system from the London
Underground to most small-city bus systems – even ours!
Wherever there is a choice, urban transit systems of any mode are conﬁgured NOT to
terminate at the edge, or even within, the CBD but to run right through.
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Achieving a direct through-CBD opera7on is the fundamental objec7ve of all the new
light rail systems opening up around the world.
Here are just four I visited on my 2003 US study tour.
All have expanded markedly in the 13 years since then.
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Achieving through-the-CBD service is the prime reason for building the $3bn
Auckland City Rail Link.
Note how NO services will terminate within the CBD when the underground link is in
opera7on.
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How did Wellington come to suﬀer such a disabled rail system?
Plans and desires for a Wellington city rail link go back to the ﬁrst railway and
tramway developments.
The ﬁrst railway line in Wellington opened in 1874. It ran from a makeshic sta7on
beside Thorndon Quay, at Pipitea Point, ini7ally to Lower HuV – but the real objec7ve
was the Wairarapa, via the Rimutaka Incline.
There was no inten7on that this would be a daily commuter line because no
Wellington city workers then lived in the HuV.
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The ﬁrst rail line constructed for urban passenger transit was in fact the Wellington
Tramway Company’s steam tram line from the Pipitea railway sta7on to Newtown.
This line opened not long acer the railway – in 1878 – and was constructed to the
same 3’ 6” gauge.
The opportunity provided by this gauge compa7bility was seized by the railway
management.
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In 1878, the Commissioner for the North Island railways, Mr Lawson, ordered a steam
tram locomo7ve and two double deck carriages, intended for a direct service
between Newtown and Lower HuV.
Using both the street trackage and the main line railway, it would have been a true
steam tram-train.
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The locomo7ve was the ﬁrst steam tram engine produced by Kitson of Leeds,
England.
It was the prototype for the steam trams manufactured soon acer for the
Christchurch tramways. One survives at Ferrymead.
I regularly drove it there in the 1970s and can vouch for its unsuitability for travel
over any distance. The top speed was only about 13 km/h.
Even by the languid speed standards of the Vogel era, taking almost an hour just to
skirt Wellington Harbour would have been quite unacceptable.
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Even more bizarre in concept were the two double-deck carriages built in Denmark.
Conceivably it could have been a leisurely and scenic way to view the harbor – on a
good day!
For whatever reason, this steam era tram-train service never happened but the very
fact that rollingstock was built for it means that it was as close as we have so far
come to achieving a tram-train service!
The Kitson steam engine and the double-deck cars ended up in Dunedin to start tram
services there.
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The big developments of the 1880s were the opening of a second railway to the
Manawatu via Johnsonville – the private Wellington and Manawatu Railway – and
the reloca7on of the Government’s HuV line railway sta7on to more or less its
current loca7on, s7ll very much at one end of the town.
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In fact, the Manawatu Sta7on was even further away than the Government sta7on –
oﬀ Thorndon Quay where the mul7ple unit depot is now located. It had its own horse
and later electric tram siding.
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Demand that rail services should reach through the centre of Wellington and beyond
made sense, given that was where the ﬂat land and growth poten7al lay.
In fact, such a connec7on was started, in the form of the Te Aro Branch which
opened in 1893.
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It was proposed that the line would later be extended to Island Bay, then open
country and a racecourse.
The line south would run in or close to the main streets and include sharp curves and
steep gradients, requiring tram-type vehicles to operate.
It would, in essence, be a tram-train service via Newtown, rather like the 1878
proposal – and very close to the op7mum route for light rail to Newtown today.
But the railways management rejected the proposal, ci7ng the evils of carrying steam
rail traﬃc through the streets.
Had they thought about the new technology of electric trac7on the result might have
been diﬀerent.
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The rail commissioners were seeking a terminus for the main trunk, not local
transport, and suggested very much a heavy rail extension involving a curved tunnel
under Mt Victoria and another under the Constable St saddle – a very expensive way
of geqng to Island Bay. It died on the drawing board.
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In the event, the Te Aro branch did not carry bulk freight and its passenger traﬃc was
only the slow last mile of long-distance trains from Napier and Masterton.
Even at the end of the 19th century there was compara7vely liVle rail commu7ng
from what we now call greater Wellington.
Beset by coal shortages and complaints about smoke and conges7on, the line closed
in 1917 and was torn up in 1923.
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What the Te Aro Branch did do, apparently, was put the frighteners on the
Wellington City Council regarding a possible takeover of their planned electric
tramway by central Government.
At the turn of the 20th century, Wellington, like every substan7al city, was looking to
the electric tram to expand its urban boundaries and provide mobility which was
faster, cheaper, cleaner and more modern than the horse.
The City Council purchased the NZR-gauged horse tramway opera7on in 1900 and set
about planning new lines to the open country beyond the Town Belt.
In those pre-motorised days, having an electric tramway was regarded as a ratesreducing income generator.
With the Te Aro Branch poised to push south, the prospect of a Government railway
takeover milking the tramway cash cow was poten7ally very real.
Such fears were common overseas and produced many tramways deliberately
constructed to be incompa7ble with the local railway.
Mr Wright, the City Council engineer designing the electric tramways, obligingly
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All of that was an outright lie, of course, but it provided the council with a seemingly
valid technical reason not to s7ck with the same gauge as the NZR when horse trams
were replaced.
In the real world, the 3’6” gauge was widely used for electric tramways by 1901 –
Hobart was the ﬁrst electric tramway in the southern hemisphere and opened using
that gauge in 1893.
In Los Angeles, Denver, Portland, Perth, widely in Japan, in Birmingham and other UK
ci7es, and in many other ci7es it also prospered.
Even New Zealand’s ﬁrst electric tram line, in Maori Hill above Dunedin, was already
in opera7on on the 3’6”, and the same gauge was later used in Napier.
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The big downside of the incompa7ble gauges became apparent two to three decades
later.
In 1924 it was decided that the North Island Main Trunk, which then operated over
the current motorway route between Johnsonville and Tawa, would be deviated into
two long double-track tunnels south of Tawa Flat.
By then substan7al seVlement of the northern suburbs – Ngaio, Khandallah and
Johnsonville – had started.
Public transport access to these suburbs was via the Main Trunk railway.
When the devia7on opened, some provision for con7nued local commu7ng would
have to be made.
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When he announced the new devia7on, the Minister of Railways endorsed a
sugges7on by Engineer in Chief FW Furkert that the steep and winding line up to
Johnsonville should become part of the Wellington tramway system.
The Evening Post said editorially in 1931 that “… the rail track, unsa1sfactory from a
railroad point of view would make a bonny tram route …”.
This obvious sugges7on had one decisive bugbear: the cost of conver7ng the railway
to a diﬀerent gauge. This was addi7onal to electriﬁca7on and building new trams of
adequate power and speed.
The Depression-era City Council just couldn’t surmount that ﬁnancial obstacle.
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So the railways electriﬁed the Johnsonville Line in 1938, using English Electric
mul7ple units.
It was a side project of the electriﬁca7on to Paekakariki, which ﬁnally opened in
1940.
The new service established the heavy rail technical parameters for the whole of the
suburban rail system.
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By the late 1950s the city’s CBD was star7ng to grow upwards.
In 1959, Ministry of Works planners proposed a southwards rail extension, to be built
before the motorway.
The proposed rail extension route diverged from the exis7ng railway near the present
rail ferry terminal and was thence en7rely in tunnel. It passed under the HuVTinakori Rd junc7on, Parliament, The Terrace, Ghuznee St and Tasman St, termina7ng
near the hospital.
A total of 6 subway sta7ons would have been served. Courtenay Place was not
included.
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Bruce Dallas, the MOW District Civil Engineer of the 7me, showed a balanced
perspec7ve which has not been much in evidence recently:
“In fulﬁlling our obliga1ons to the NRB, we, the Ministry of Works, had accepted as
inevitable the growth in motor vehicle numbers and the necessity to provide for them.
At the same 1me we recognised a need to aim at a balance between public and
private transport facili1es
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… the car, a very convenient mode of transport is, at the same 1me, very ineﬃcient
and it requires an inordinate amount of road space in rela1on to people transported
per hour. … The cost of the rail subway was assessed at up to 20% below the cost of
construc1ng the Motorway ”.
D Bruce Dallas ‘Wellington Urban Motorway, Concepts and Incep7on 1958 – 1960s,
The Haun7ng Spectre of the Might-Have-Been’ paper presented to the annual
conference of the Ins7tu7on of Professional Engineers, 1992
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Bruce Dallas framed the proposal in strategic terms, foreseeing the poten7al of
transit-orientated development:
“It was assumed that the availability of this u1lity, with 6 sta1ons between Thorndon
and the terminus, including 2 serving the CBD, would tend to minimise rather than
encourage the use of the private car and, apart from other consequen1al beneﬁts,
reduce demand on roading funds.
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And his foresight regarding the rela7onship between transport and land use puts 21st
century planners to shame.
“One of the 1959/60 reasons for the railway extension preceding Motorway
construc1on related to land use. Much of the area it would serve was ripe for redevelopment. Shopping centres and oﬃce blocks could have been built close to or
above railway sta1ons. Leaving an extension decision to the indeﬁnite future meant
re-development was likely to follow a diﬀerent paYern and the ready-made business
that NZR would badly need would be dispersed elsewhere.”
Ibid
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In 1963 the MOW transport plan was reviewed by San Francisco consultants De Leuw
Cather, who were also doing a similar study in Auckland.
The De Leuw Cather report was delivered in August 1963. As regards the motorway,
it generally endorsed the 1959 MOW plan.
However, for the rail subway, it suggested a shorter, essen7ally Golden Mile, route
including four sta7ons and termina7ng at Courtenay Place.
The reason for the shorter route sugges7on was partly cost: 11M pounds instead of
16M, but also a factor was the greater poten7al of Courtenay Place as a hub.
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Three years later De Leuw Cather were invited back, this 7me by the Wellington
Regional Planning Authority (forerunners of the GWRC) to submit a ‘ﬁnal’ report on
what by then had become the Wellington Regional Transport Study.
They had discovered a new urgency for the subway:
“We consider it extremely important that the recommended railway extension into
the Wellington central area be proceeded with at an early date to ensure that the
planned highway capaci1es will not be exceeded.”
The Wellington City Council incorporated protec7on for the proposed underground
route in the 1965 District Plan and followed up with an in-house study of the local
eﬀects of the proposed subway sta7ons in 1970.
But that was the last oﬃcial word on the subway and the motorway proceeded.
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The need for a rail link remains, though, for reasons described by Bruce Dallas in
1992:
“It is some1mes claimed that commuters PREFER to travel by car. This will occasion
no surprise in Wellington where a highly successful disincen1ve has been devised, or
perhaps I should say, allowed to remain, to deter city-bound travellers from the north
who might otherwise use public transport.
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Mr Dallas’ comment to the engineers in 1992 seems preVy self-evident, doesn’t it?
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In the 1980s and early 90s NZ Railways made intensive inves7ga7ons of the use of
modern trams as replacements for the aging English Electric units on the Johnsonville
Line.
Dr Francis Small, the CEO of NZ Rail, even went as far as to say that the future of the
whole Wellington rail system was light rail.
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NZ Rail was also involved in detailed light rail plans for Auckland at the 7me.
All these plans were actually for what we now call tram-train, because normal rail
freight and long-distance passenger trains were s7ll intended to use the same tracks
in both Auckland and Wellington.
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Meanwhile, various individuals and community groups were making sugges7ons and
submissions to the Regional and City Councils stressing the poten7al of light rail
transit (LRT) following its revival in North America and Europe.
The most detailed and publicised of these civil society aVempts to advance rail access
was Transport 2000’s Superlink proposal in 1992 which was promulgated in booklet
and pamphlet form …
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… and on the front page of the Evening Post.
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It proposed the conversion of the Johnsonville line to light rail and a line along the
Golden Mile and a future extension to Wellington Interna7onal Airport, via Newtown
and a new tunnel from the Zoo to Kilbirnie.
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The Superlink proposal was followed by the November 1993 announcement that the
Regional Council and NZ Rail were in posi7ve discussions to convert the Johnsonville
Line to light rail and extend it through the city.
The Evening Post greeted this with an enthusias7c editorial.
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That was followed by the landmark study which provided the model for light rail in
Wellington: the Works/MVA report of 1995, commissioned jointly by the City and
Regional councils.
The report proposed a light rail route from WRS along the Golden Mile to Courtenay
Place.
It would be an extension of all suburban rail lines, sharing tracks with heavy rail, so
was also in eﬀect a tram-train proposal.
Note how, once again, the lack of rail penetra7on of the CBD was highlighted as the
problem.
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Even the new private owners of TranzRail approved:
"The Wellington proposal to re-equip the Johnsonville line with light rail vehicles and
to connect through to the airport was seen to be an excellent plan. The Johnsonville
units were very aged, a maYer which had to be addressed very soon. NZRL would like
to take part in any plan such as light rail developments."
(Speech by Ed Burkhardt to the Chartered Ins7tute of Transport in Wellington 14
February 1995)
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An associated plan by the City Council, which nearly came to frui7on was a heritage
tramway, a la Christchurch, looping through the developing waterfront area and
sharing light rail tracks down the Golden Mile.
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The ini7al study for the line was done by Dr Neil Douglas, with advice from a number
of individuals, in 1993 and it was announced as a deﬁnite project in 1994.
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Some track founda7on work was actually done in 1995.
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The manager in charge of transport planning in the Wellington Regional Council in
the 1990s made this statement about their research at the 7me.
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In 2000 the HuV City Council commissioned a proposal from SKM, for light rail
through central Lower HuV linking the Melling Branch and the Waterloo interchange.
That link was also included in the 1999 Regional Land Transport Strategy which
envisaged extensive deployment of tram-train throughout the region in the 2004-19
period.
“Lack of rail penetra7on of the CBD” was highlighted as a problem to be solved.
It even went as far as proposing light rail lines to Stokes Valley and Whitby.
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And then, within a short period, the consciousness of the need for a complete rail
system and the long-term proposals contained in the 1999 strategy, vanished from
the Regional Council mind.
Poli7cal change at the top of the council, and the ous7ng of Dr Watson as the
transport manager, lay behind ‘lack of rail penetra7on’ as an issue being dropped
from the agenda.
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The last 7me the need for extending the rail spine into the CBD received central
government support, rather than fatuous denial, was in 2006.
It arose from a crazy plan advanced by the Bus and Coach Associa7on, obviously
fron7ng for NZ Bus, to convert the Johnsonville line to an alterna7ng-direc7on oneway busway.
This plan was supported by then-mayor Kerry Prendergast.
The promise was ‘seamless travel’, ignoring the fact that light rail as per the 1990s
plans would provide that seamless travel far more eﬀec7vely, and for all rail lines, not
just Johnsonville.
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This triggered a North Wellington Public Transport Study by the regional and city
councils.
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Fortunately, that was in the days when the rail infrastructure owner – ONTRACK –
was prepared to advocate for the rail mode and fought back against the designs that
the bus lobby had on the line.
Plus the Government of the day supported rail.
The responsible minister, Dr Michael Cullen, wrote to the councils saying that the line
was going to remain a railway and that was that.
His hint about the future development of the line was studiously ignored.
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The following year a study of the transport corridor from the Ngauranga merge to the
airport – the Wellington end of SH1, essen7ally – got underway.
It was led by the highways agency but, thanks to the developing policies of the
Government of the day, gave more lip service to sustainability than has been
permiVed in recent years.
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The graphics on the cover of the consulta7on document were ominous, though –
only rubber-tyred vehicles were apparently envisaged to “keep Wellington on the
move”!
In the event, when the study ﬁnally reported in 2009 it only covered roading issues,
spliqng the ques7on of public transport oﬀ into a separate study promised for the
immediate future.
It did, however, note that the probable cost of light rail from the Railway Sta7on to
the Hospital would be in the order of $140M – about right for a line built as an
extension and not requiring a new storage and maintenance depot.
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By then, of course, the central Government had changed and highway enthusiast
Fran Wilde had become the highly dominant chair of the regional council.
Nothing happened for two years, un7l (perhaps goaded by the elec7on of (then) light
rail advocate Celia Wade-Brown as Mayor of Wellington in October 2010) the GWRC
issued a scope document for a Public Transport Spine Study in January 2011.
The objec7ve for the study, funded by NZTA and managed by the Greater Wellington
Regional Council, dis7lled down to this:
The overall study objec1ve is to assess the feasibility and merits of a range of longerterm op1ons for providing a high frequency and high quality public transport system
between the Wellington Railway Sta1on and the Wellington Regional Hospital,
including possible connec1ons to the north and south-east, to support the urban
intensiﬁca1on of this growth corridor.”
Note how the public transport spine is deemed to extend only from the Railway
Sta7on to the Hospital, and that the rail system which is actually greater Wellington’s
main public transport provider is reduced to an unspeciﬁed “possible connec7on”.
Contrast that with the N2A study’s coverage of the state highway compe7tor to
public transport, which was con7nuous throughout the corridor.
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The PT Spine Study was allegedly meant to support the City Council’s longestablished Growth Spine planning concept, a visionary city-wide transit-oriented
development around a seamless high-quality PT spine – almost certainly light rail –
between Johnsonville and the Airport. It is the blue line in the drawing.
Despite claiming to support the Growth Spine concept, the PT Spine Study has
actually munted it.
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It is somewhat mind-boggling that rail’s role as the PT spine could be denied.
It serves 75% of the greater Wellington popula7on, carries 70% of the total passenger
km, for about 37% of the total subsidy cost, and geographically covers 92% of the
narrow corridors shared with State Highways 1 and 2.
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And it is obvious that a rail system discharging all its customers in a CBD-edge stub
terminal is the least eﬃcient and aVrac7ve mode of opera7on, as Bruce Dallas and all
the previous studies had pointed out.
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Hence the model of light rail they produced, which can only be described as a straw
man, set up to be knocked down.
The study team postulated this design for modeling purposes.
The 7cks and crosses are my es7ma7on of what the study got right and wrong
according to world best prac7ce. It scores a dismal 20%.
Having declared that such an ill-designed and cost-bloated scenario represented
‘light rail’, it was easy to convince mayors and councilors to vote for what was
branded as ‘bus rapid transit’.
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There has been considerable adverse comment from environmentalists and transport
experts and perhaps the most per7nent came from interna7onal sustainable ci7es
guru and rail advocate Professor Peter Newman.
“The light rail op1on is crudely dismissed through excessive costs and few beneﬁts,
while the BRT op1on is highly inﬂated with beneﬁts that cannot be jus1ﬁed … There is
liYle science behind this study and a lot of poli1cs as it appears to clear the way for
motorway spending. I don’t think I have seen a study quite so crudely apparent in its
an1-rail poli1cs. It should be dismissed.”
Peter Newman, it should be noted, is the former Freemantle City Councillor whose
advocacy in the 1970s reversed the intended closure of the Perth suburban rail
system and led to revival and electriﬁca7on of the Perth system.
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Because Wellington’s rail system has not, in 138 years, achieved the basic CBD access
feature that for all other systems is a star7ng point, the demand for light rail has not
gone away.
One proposal was produced by Dr Neil Douglas, the author of the 1993 waterfront
tramway study, in 2014.
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The current Regional Council is in denial about there even being a problem, and has
no plans for any further expansion of the rail system – in contrast to the vast
expansion of highway capacity now going on.
My small contribu7on to combaqng this is the publica7on of a free emailed PDF
newsleVer called KiwiTram. I am very happy to add new subscribers – just drop me a
message from the email account you want to use as described on the screen.
It is now my pleasure to pass the podium on to Dr Neil Douglas, about whom you
have heard so much.
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